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Has Your Boss Set You Up to Succeed or Fail?
Six questions to ask before wading into a project

The term “set up to succeed” means people have been given most of what they
need to do their job well.
Good bosses do more than just set goals and give assignments; they should see
themselves as responsible for ensuring that good work happens (see Lefferts
Law of Management). First, they think through the steps that need to happen for
someone to do a project and where the challenges are going to be. Second, they
invest their own time clearing a path for those tasks to go more easily (so higher
levels of performance are possible). A good boss builds a runway for you so that
you can smoothly take off. Alternatively, you know you’re being set up to fail if
you’re assigned a project with impossible odds, conflicting goals, or a fraction of
the resources required. When there are major obstacles on the runway, or no
runway at all, your manager isn’t doing his job.
Here’s a simple list of questions you can ask to see how well set up you are to
succeed (or fail). They can be used to structure a conversation with your boss
about what you need and why.
•

Do I have the right skills? If you’re told to pilot a Boeing 747 but you have
never even flown a paper airplane, whose fault is it if you fail? What training
and mentoring is provided to help close skill gaps? Does your boss
understand what you can and can’t do as well as what the project requires?

•

Do I have the right resources (budget, staff)? You may have the right
skills, but if you don’t have enough time or money to do the work, you’ll fail
anyway. The goals of the project might need to change if the available
resources can’t.
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•

Are there clear goals (and nongoals)? Clarity on desired outcomes is one
of the most important things a leader provides. Does everyone understand
and agree on how you’ll know when the work is done and that it was done
right? A nongoal is something that’s easily assumed to be a goal but should
be avoided.

•

Do the people you depend on have the motivation to help you? You may
need several people to get work done before you can do yours. Will they
prioritize your requests? Will they help to make sure you have what you
need? A good boss will have talked to other staff in the organization about
your tasks and created an agreement for how you all will work together.

•

Are senior management’s goals aligned with the ones you have been
given? Your odds of success are much higher if your individual goals line up
with those around and above you. If they don’t, you’ll be working against the
grain of your organization. A good boss has made sure the right senior staff
know about your projects and that all the goals line up.

•

What roadblocks are in your way that you don’t have the power or skills
to resolve? Who has been made aware of them? Who has the power you
need to resolve them? Has your boss worked with you on a plan? Have you
warned the right people of what may happen if the roadblock is not cleared?

Incompetent managers often unintentionally set up their employees to fail. They
don’t realize they are giving conflicting goals, poorly allocating resources, or that
they’re asking people to take on work that is politically sensitive and possibly
damaging to their reputation. This means you have to advocate for yourself, first
by thinking through the challenges you’re going to face, and second, by involving
your boss in helping you clear them out of your way.
Of course, depending on the job you have, and how senior your role is, you may
be expected to identify and solve many problems on your own. Some
organizations call this “dealing with ambiguity” or “organizational agility” and think
of it as a skill. It’s true that stronger employees can handle more challenges on
their own. However, the reason why managers are paid more is that they have
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more responsibility and power for making good work happen. If they do nothing
to help their staff succeed, they’re simply not doing their job.
What other ways have you seen managers set up their employees to succeed or
fail?

Readers may please note that D. L. Shah Trust brings out two e-journals on a
fortnightly basis. These are mailed to those persons or institutions who are
desirous of receiving them: These two e-journals are:
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If you or your friends or colleagues wish to receive these journals, you may send
us an e-mail requesting for the same. There is no charge for these journals. Our
e-mail address is:
dlshahtrust@yahoo.co.in
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